
Year 8 Curriculum Map – Updated September 2022

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

English

Gothic fiction from the
Victorian Era: Exploring
gothic convention and

works such as
Frankenstein; The Raven;

Dracula

Synoptic unit on Political
Poetry exploring how

literature portrays war,
ethnic identity, women,

power and mental health

Animal Farm by George
Orwell: Exploration of
socioeconomic divides,

politics and power

Animal Farm by George
Orwell and Non-fiction

Creative Writing inspired
by the themes and

concepts of Animal Farm.
Pupils learn how to express

their opinions and
viewpoints through crafted

writing.

Postcolonial Literature:
Pupils examine a range of

postcolonial literature,
exploring the relationship

between imperialism,
national / cultural identity

and power.

Creative writing inspired
by Postcolonial Literature -
descriptive, narrative and
opinion-based non-fiction

writing.

Maths

Divisibility tests

Squares or cubes (or more)
of numbers

Index laws (negative powers
but not fractional)

Square and cube roots

Testing whether a number
is prime (with the square
root test)

Using your scientific
calculator buttons

Rounding to significant
figures

---------------------------------

Converting between metric
units of length, mass or
capacity

Converting between units
of time

Converting between metric
and imperial units when
given fact

Distinguish between
expressions, equations,
formulae (and identities)

Expanding double brackets

Solving linear equations:
One step, two step,
multi-step, when the
unknown is on both sides,
involving a bracket, x on
denominator

Forming and solving
equations from context

Solve algebraic problems in
geometric format

---------------------------------

Sequences

Notation of Tn =

Finding the nth term of a
linear sequence

---------------------------------

Plans and elevations

Angle facts and angles on
parallel lines

Angles in polygons

The sum of interior angles

Finding a missing interior
angle

Finding an exterior angle of
a regular polygon

Reasons for congruence

---------------------------------

Area and perimeter of
parallelograms, trapezia

Convert between metric
units of area

Simplifying ratios

Writing in the form 1:n or
n:1

Writing ratio as a fraction

Sharing in a ratio

Finding a unit cost, best buy
problems

---------------------------------

Converting between
fractions, decimals or
percentages

Finding the percentage of an
amount (with/without a
calculator)

Finding the percentage
change

Percentage increase or
decrease

Express a quantity of a
fraction of another

Reverse percentage change
(finding the original
quantity)

Simple interest,  finance
project

Finding the circumference
or area of a circle

Finding the perimeter or
area of sectors or
composite shapes involving
circles

Leaving answers in terms of
pi

---------------------------------

Pythagoras’ theorem

---------------------------------

Properties of 3D shapes

Nets

Surface area of prisms
including cylinders

Volume of a cuboids,
triangular prisms, cylinders
and others

---------------------------------

The probability scale

Probability of single events

Mutually exclusive events,
Outcomes sum to 1

The Or rule

The probability of something
NOT happening

Experimental probability and
relative frequency

Independent events, the
And rule

Set notation

Listing elements in sets

Union, intersection,
complement using a Venn
diagram

Listing elements from Venn
diagrams



Science

Breathing
Digestion

Contact forces
Pressure

Periodic Table and the
elements

Respiration and
photosynthesis

Electromagnets and
Magnetism

Waves

Chemical reactions
Evolution and inheritance

Energy costs and transfers
Work

Heating and cooling

Earth’s atmosphere
Earth’s resources

History
Golden Thread: Power and

Diversity

The Early Modern and Modern World: Changing Power, Beliefs and Peoples:
How far did religion, conflict, exploration and industrialisation transform Britain and the world by 1900?

What can the Tudors tell us about the Early Modern
World?

How did power change
between the monarch and

Parliament?

How did industrialisation
change Britain?

Elsewhere: What was the
impact of the Empire?

What has been the impact
of enslavement on Modern

Racism?

Geography Migration Sustainability Global Warming Dubai Tectonic Hazards -
Earthquakes

Coasts

Spanish

My life & Family;
Adjectives, Present tense

verbs, Common irregulars;
Connectives;

Using regular present
tense verbs

A1 Focus and Italian Taster School Life;
Opinions, comparatives;

Opinion adjectives, opinion phrases;
Expressing opinions

A2 Focus;
My Town;

Near Future, hay, present tense;
Clock times;

Using the near future

French

Where I live;
Modal verbs, Reflexive

verbs;
Sequencing words;

Je vais, je peux, je veux, je
dois

A1 Focus and Latin Taster 8.2 Holidays
Passé composé
Time connectives

Forming passé composé with avoir and etre

A2 Focus
TV and Free Time;

Negatives/Three tenses;
Negatives (jamais, rien etc.);
Using three tenses together

Music

Ostinato - Discovering
patterns of music and

drumming techniques from
West African music/dance

through to pop culture.
Students will refine

composition and
performance skills.

Mozart - Introduction to
classical music and

analysis of a score into
Mozart's work and life.

12 Bar Blues - Developing
improvisation skills and

performing piano melodies
and a bassline from a
score/music notation.

Building upon the
elements of a piece of

music. Bass line,
Chords, Melody

Musical Futures- band
skills

Film Music - Exploring the use of sound in Film
composing. Creating a composition to a clip of a film

using Music Technology. Insight into the music industry
and film composer John Williams.

Philosophy and

Ethics

What’s the Big Story in the Bible?

Pupils study Christian beliefs and teachings through
looking at the narrative in the bible which lead to Jesus
being viewed as the messiah and way to salvation for

Christians. Pupils study concepts of the Fall, Original Sin,
Sacrifice, Atonement and Salvation.

Big Questions in Philosophy

A philosophy based topic
where students explore big
philosophical questions
through looking at different
philosophers’ arguments.
Students look briefly at

What does it mean to be Muslim?

A religion based topic, where pupils learn about the core
beliefs, teachings and practices of Muslims. We cover

concepts of Tawhid, Akhirah, Risalah, and the life of the
Prophet Muhammad(pbuh).

What does it mean to be
Hindu?

A religion based topic, where
pupils study the foundations
of Hindu Dharma. We cover
ideas surrounding the Trimurti
and Tridevi, the concept of the
Atman, the cycle of the



Nietzsche, Hume, Kant and
more to answer big
questions like ‘What is the
purpose of life?’

samsara and Moksha.

Digital Literacy Computing Systems Developing for the Web Introduction to SmallBasic Cybersecurity Mobile App Development Representations

Drama

Storytelling A1 Storytelling
Performances

Creating mood,
atmosphere and tension in

drama

Devising scenes from SOC

Elements of drama to
create tension

Audio Plays group project
rehearsals

Audio Plays rehearsals and
performances

Script work

Improvisation based on
Wacky Soap

Wacky Soap performances

music

Directing scenes from SOC
music

Art

Play - artists play, invent and love the absurd. 2D & 3D craft & design investigation of
serious fun, inventions, surrealist games, chance encounters, hybrids, pop-up

Purposeful play - how and why?
Embracing risk taking, intuition, mistakes

Valuing the journey of making work - becoming lost, finding your way, problem solving
via materials

Sensation - art engages head, hand, heart - 2D investigations of expressive handle of
materials and sensory observational encounters with objects, spaces and sounds - Artist

relationships with ideas, materials and feelings
Different ways artists make work with and appeal to our head, hearts and hands

Different ways art engages with the world

DT

Recycling: What plastics
can be recycled and how?

Looking at the waste
around TKA and utilising

the machinery in the
DT/Engineering workshop

to minimise the waste
produced.

3D printing: How rapid
prototyping has

transformed the ability to
create models. How it has
increased productivity and
efficiency. Better products

quicker?

Vacuum forming: Using
recycled plastic to create
prototypes. Can our laser
cutter create our projects
without buying materials?

Mechanisms: Different
directions of motion. How
mechanisms can be used

to increase efficiency,
decrease effort/load and
can change direction of

movement.

Healthy eating: Vegan, veggie or meat eater? What is the
difference and why? What ingredients are

environmentally friendly and why.



PE

Invasion Games (Football, Rugby & Netball) Net Games (Badminton and Table Tennis) Within each sport pupils
will consolidate their use of physical and social skills within skill based practice and performance. These skills will be
scrutinised within more challenging opposed practices. Some skills will cross over for each sport (throwing, catching,
kicking, jumping, running and bounding). Pupils will further their understanding of some of the principles of attack
and defence within a team and learn how to implement them within certain situations. Pupils will be able to explore
some of the different tactics and strategies that can be used to outwit their opponent. Students will begin to develop

their ability to analyse a performance through peer and self-observation.

Striking/Fielding Games and Athletics
(Cricket, (Rounders, Softball and Sprinting/

Running Events and Throwing Events)
Students will consolidate their physical and social
skills within skill based practice and performance.

These skills will be scrutinised within more
challenging opposed practices. Some skills will

cross over (throwing, catching, batting, bowling
and fielding). Students will further enhance their

team play and their ability to outwit an opponent.
Students will use self-motivation and goal setting to

achieve their personal best through a range of
athletic events. Students will develop tactical

strategies to outwit opponents during striking and
fielding games. Students will begin to develop their
ability to analyse a performance through peer and

self-observation during the athletic events.

Respect (PSHE)

Finance: Students explore
basic financial

management skills whilst
seeing how external

sources effect decisions

Puberty: Exploration is
focused on the link

between puberty and
relationships - with

particular focus on how
these change over time

Mental Health: A range of
strategies designed to

support students' mental
health.

Mental Health: Learning
focuses on specific mental
health conditions and the

support networks that
young people can utilise.

Citizenship: Students
explore the role of the

media and its wider
impact on society

Citizenship: Students
explore the role of the

media and its wider
impact on society


